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Real estate speculation hurts coast
By DAVID KYLER
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Nearly everyone living in
coastal Georgia has noted how
much the area is growing. But is
population growth really
increasing at the same rate as
construction and land sales?
According to a recent article in
USA Today, "Nearly 28 percent
of homes bought last year were
for investment purposes, and an
additional 12 percent were
vacation homes. More than
three-fourths of the buyers had
no interest in renting their
property. About 20 percent said
it would one day be their
retirement home."
Assuming these proportions
apply here in coastal Georgia,
40 out of 100 homes being built
are not the primary residence of
the buyer, and 30 of those
homes will not be rented out by
their owners and, therefore, will
be unoccupied.
For example, if a new
subdivision has 200 lots and all
lots are built on and sold, no
more than about 140 will have
residents, assuming we have the
same real estate market profile
as the nation.
With more extra income
available for investment and the
prospect of handsome real
estate profits, development
speculation has become
rampant.
This ghost market is of concern
to those of us troubled by

unwise or poorly planned
development because it
unnecessarily increases the area
of land being prepared for sale,
bringing a host of related
adverse environmental impacts.
By imposing an artificially
urgent demand for real estate,
more erosion is being
generated, resulting in increased
contamination of wetlands and
waterways. Likewise, more
natural landscape and drainage
features are being altered in
ways that cause flooding of
properties already developed.
Even to the less
environmentally conscious,
there may be unsettling issues
raised by speculation. Of all the
apparent demand for roads,
sewers and water supply, how
much is really needed?
Providing these amenities
prematurely can induce still
more speculation, since areas
served by public facilities tend
to gain greater market value.
Thus, a disturbing share of
development may be driven as
much by financial gaming as by
real population growth and
related needs.
Much of this imprudent activity
is no doubt unintentionally
subsidized and condoned by
taxpayers when their local
governments indulge
speculation or even promote it
by readily approving

development and new
infrastructure.
It is probably impossible to
eliminate all speculation in any
market, including real estate,
but surely there are ways to
reduce its most extreme risks.
These risks include not only
environmental harm, but also
financial penalties for both
taxpayers and unlucky
investors. If permit applicants
were required to demonstrate
the need for their projects based
on a legitimate market analysis,
it could help curb the reckless
"gold-rush" nature of many
current development practices.
As a matter of public policy,
elected officials need to give
this issue thoughtful
consideration and try to fulfill
their obligation to serve coastal
citizens. To do this will require
the means to carefully
distinguish between wellplanned growth and unbridled
speculation.
Decisions about land use — and
the public infrastructure that
supports it — need to be guided
by improved methods of
analysis that avoid the pitfalls
of the "ghost market."
Unless new policy is adopted to
control development and its
consequences, we can expect to
see continued casual approval
of projects that produce quick
profits at the public's expense.

Note that this commentary preceded the deluge of bank closings and property foreclosures triggered by the Wall
Street abuses that began taking their destructive effects in 2008. But Georgia’s national record of bank-closures
and properties lost to foreclosure clearly indicates excessive land speculation that this article addresses.

A League of our Own: Intramural Water Wars
We have faced the enemy and they are us.
Almost three years ago when the
Atlanta Journal Constitution
published my commentary as a
guest column (Economy &
environment form a team, Dec 20,
2004), little did I know how
topical those remarks would
become by 2007. Thanks to
extreme drought in combination
with state officials’ continued
neglect of water management,
north Georgia faces a longpredicted water shortage. Because
of persistent wrong-headed
thinking about water management
by some leading politicians,
Atlanta’s plight now threatens all
the state’s water resources.
Pragmatic growth constraints
dismissed previously had better be
reconsidered now, or more crises
will follow.
Our 3-year old commentary came
as a result of cut-backs in water
protection made by the General
Assembly and the DNR board in
2003 and 2004. Those reversals in
regulation were at obvious odds
with the governor’s then-current
proposal to promote eco-tourism
— dependent on good water
quality and ample flow in
Georgia’s rivers – but no one in
state government seemed to
understand this glaring
contradiction.
Since then, Gov. Perdue launched
a massive “Go Fish” program,
which was intended to bring
abundant added recreational
fishing revenues to Georgia.
Meanwhile, despite multiple
warnings about the need for water
conservation, improved state
energy policies, and growth
management to curb water
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demand, leadership in the Capitol
continued its careless plundering
of state resources to support
Atlanta’s rampant expansion.
Now these same “leaders” are
pointing fingers everywhere but at
themselves in laying blame for the
water supply crisis. Since they are
unwilling to admit their own fault
in contributing to this crisis, there
is little reason to hope for more
responsible and accountable
policies in the future.
Several news articles have reported
that Georgia’s Go Fish program
will have to be put on hold because
of the water shortage. And many
editorials around the state express
grave concerns that influential
Atlanta interests will grab water
from everywhere else, depriving
downstream water users of their
legal rights, economic potential,
and ecosystem health.
This all suggests the $64,000
question underlying this
perennial debate:
Can Atlanta’s sprawl
remain Georgia’s evergrowing & indulged pet
behemoth while the state
cultivates a nature-based
tourism sector -- including
recreational fishing?

Willful neglect of Georgia’s natural
resources in supporting unsustainable
growth has come home to roost, and
its talons are now firmly around the
throat of Atlanta’s sprawling giant.
Meanwhile, the classic debate about
“Two Georgias” has taken on new
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meaning, pitting Atlanta’s gigantic
thirst against the rest of the state,
especially rural areas and the coast,
where environmental quality and
nature itself are most treasured as a
part of daily life.
Georgia’s water dilemma must be
seen correctly as a profound water
management challenge, not simply a
water supply crisis. Supply needs as
well as environmental responsibilities
can only be met through a serious and
sustained commitment to water
conservation, which will enable
Georgia to grow wisely, in the
locations of the state that are best
suited to support further
development. State policies,
including taxing, infrastructure
financing, and environmental
permitting, must be used to promote
rational growth, not to shore up
monumentally bad choices, including
more Atlanta sprawl. Quick-fix,
deceptively bad “solutions” to water
supply like river basin transfers,
aquifer storage/recovery, and
desalination will only deepen and
prolong Georgia’s water
management crisis, while degrading
natural resources in the process.
If there is any hope of preserving
and – where possible – restoring
Georgia’s natural splendor,
Atlanta’s growth must be reined in.
Decision-makers need to make the
tough choices essential to living
within the intrinsic limits of our
shared environment. More water
cannot be bullied or engineered
into existence, and neither more
growth – nor any amount of
private profits – can justify the
destruction of our rivers, wetlands
and estuaries.

The Center for a Sustainable Coast is a membership-supported non-profit organization serving the public interests of
coastal Georgians. The Center is the only staffed, not-for-profit organization exclusively serving coastal Georgia on
issues related to the region's growth, economy, and environment. The Center's mission is to protect, conserve, and
sustain coastal Georgia's natural, historic, and economic resources. Our motto is, “Conserving Coastal Georgia’s
Natural Heritage, Investing in Our Children’s Future.” For more information about the Center, including membership,
please visit www.sustainablecoast.org.

Nuclear power bad on so many levels
By David Kyler
After 60 years and many billions of
dollars in government subsidies,
nuclear power should finally have to
prove itself on its own merits –
which evidently it cannot do in a free
market.
Not only are taxpayers and citizens
shouldering an unfair burden of the
costs of nuclear power, but, even
with these subsidies, as consumers
we will be forced to cover the rising
costs of nuclear plant construction.
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At Vogtle, a proposed doubling of
the number of reactors in use at the
site would mean an additional 65
million gallons a day taken from the
Savannah River, two-thirds of which
would be lost to vapor in the cooling
process. This withdrawal jeopardizes
a river already suffering from
impairments, thereby compounding
problems of growing water demands
in both South Carolina and Georgia.

These costs have consistently been
well above even the high price tag
quoted at the start of the project.
Overruns of 50 percent or more will
be paid by energy consumers, as
utility rates are raised ever higher to
protect guaranteed profits for
investors.

At Plant Hatch, radioactive waste is
stored outside in canisters, right
along the Altamaha River. This was
done as a temporary measure, but
after many years it remains a
continuing threat across an enormous
downstream hazard area. As a
potential terrorist target, it adds still
further risk to tens of thousands of
Georgians.

The rules for rate increases used by
the Georgia Public Service
Commission provide a safe incentive
for those who invest in energy
facilities. Commitments made by
allowing such unwise investments
will lock consumers into paying
rising energy costs that are
unjustified and truly unnecessary.

Due to water demands for cooling,
extravagant federal subsidies for new
nuclear plants would worsen
problems in our rivers and intensify
disputes over water supply. Fish
habitat and recreational amenities
would also suffer, while funds taken
from taxpayers and consumers paid
for this wasteful energy choice.

Added to these unfair economic
burdens on American taxpayers and
consumers are the significant risks of
moving and storing nuclear
materials, made even more
threatening by the prospects of
terrorism.

Clearly, such subsidies for the
nuclear industry are unwise, unfair
and unjustified. Instead of sinking
billions more tax dollars into this
hazardous, extremely expensive
source of energy, we should be
converting to clean, proven
technologies that are far more
practical. According to the Georgia
State Wind Map validated by the
National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, there is over 10,000
megawatts of wind potential off
Georgia’s coast. That’s the
equivalent output of 10 large power
plants — far more power than that to
be produced by new coal and nuclear
plants now proposed in the state.

Following six decades of attempting
to find a “safe” and dependable way
of storing radioactive waste from
nuclear plants, experts still have no
solution. These materials will remain
a major public health threat for
thousands of years. The more such
materials we use, transport and store,
the greater that threat becomes.
Two nuclear plants are located in
coastal Georgia’s watersheds: Plant
Hatch in Baxley, along the Altamaha
River, and Plant Vogtle near
Augusta, on the Savannah River. Not
only are their radioactive operations
a continuing risk, but these plants
consume vast quantities of water. At
a time when Georgia is in escalating
disputes over water supply, this must
be a critical consideration in making
energy choices.
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Not only is wind energy free, but we
could begin producing needed power
in half the time required to build
nuclear or coal plants. Infrastructure
costs for offshore towers, generators
and distribution lines would be
readily justified by decades of
reliable service and billions of
pollution-free megawatts.

Ultimately, the costs of wind power
would be far lower than those of
conventional sources that face rising
fuel prices and diminishing supplies.
Recent analysis by Amory B. Lovins
(“The Nuclear Illusion” ) found that,
including expenses for facilities,
infrastructure and operations, power
produced from wind costs half as
much as nuclear. Notably, the
enormous costs of storing radioactive
waste and decommissioning old
plants were not even included in this
comparison.
Distractions in energy policy — such
as offshore drilling, coal or nuclear
power plants — will only delay the
inevitable and logical transition to
renewable sources. The longer this
delay, the more consumers will pay
for energy.
Attempts by special interests to
marginalize wind, solar and tidal
power are directly contradicted by
the facts. In countries such as
Finland, Iceland, Germany and
France, investments in wind and geothermal power over the past decades
have brought ample rewards –
economic, environmental and
political.
American energy independence and
consumer goals are only attainable
by making serious commitments to
renewable power sources and
energy-efficiency improvements.
Experts estimate that efficiency
upgrades could save Georgians 30
percent or more in their energy use.
Legislators must give high priority to
adopting incentives that reward rapid
conversion to cleaner, more efficient
and lower-cost energy sources. If our
taxes continue to be used to subsidize
costly and polluting technology,
conversion to renewables will be
severely slowed, benefiting power
companies, not consumers.

Pork-Barrel vs. Wise Spending in the Savannah Harbor Project
November 8, 2011

There’s enough misinformation
circulating about the proposed
Savannah harbor deepening project
to make a Greek bank-loan look solid
by comparison.
Consider the following in relation to
recent news about South Carolina
officials refusing to issue a permit
needed for Savannah’s harbor project
under the Clean Water Act.
•

•

South Carolina’s objections are
primarily based on unanswered
questions about the Corps’ plan
for mitigation – how they
propose to compensate for,
prevent, or control adverse
environmental impacts. Perhaps
the most dubious of many shaky
mitigation proposals is the
injection of oxygen into the
Savannah River in an effort to
prevent seasonal fish-killing
dead zones. The U.S. Geological
Survey reviewed the testing
results for this mitigation
approach and found them
inconclusive, yet the Corps
claims those same tests justify
confidence.
Although the project may have
been studied extensively over the
past decade, a broadlyrepresentative stakeholder
evaluation group guiding this
review has never sanctioned the
accuracy or completeness of
Corps’ impact studies and
findings. In fact, some long-time
members of that stakeholder
group, including the Center for a
Sustainable Coast, have lodged
serious objections about
analytical assumptions,
mitigation, and administrative
controls. These concerns remain
unresolved.

•

Of paramount importance in the
midst of our national financial
crisis, there has been no
comprehensive analysis of port
development alternatives in the
Southeast – that is, a strategy for
coordinating the improvement of
ports and inter-connecting land
transportation systems. Such a
strategy is essential to assuring
taxpayers that government funds
in the billions of dollars will be
wisely spent.

It’s supremely ironic that some of the
very same strident voices that
disparage deficits and government
waste are clamoring for big federal
money to be spent on a project that
remains so tenuous.
Where is their fiscal responsibility
now?
If our state and nation are to recover
from serious economic decline and
regain global competitiveness in the
21st century, such decisions must be
guided by objective analysis of the
big picture over the long term.
Major problems with both the Corps
assessment of the harbor project and
misrepresentation of it by state
officials have been caused by a
narrow focus that unrealistically
fragments a complex array of
relevant factors, recklessly
eliminating issues that are vital to
ensuring responsible public
spending.
We cannot assume that a host of
local projects are justified on the
basis of truncated analysis and
parochial support advanced by the
notion that if enough money is
spread around there will be some sort
of economic benefit. Using this
rationale, every port on the east coast
would be deepened, creating vast
overcapacity at enormous public
expense, directly conflicting with the

urgent need for greater scrutiny of
federal expenditures.
Similarly, Corps’ analysis rests on
the questionable assertion that the
only environmental costs (impacts)
are for “mitigation” and that such
mitigation is both accurately
estimated in price and reliable in
performance. Any objective review
of past Corps projects demonstrates
the blatantly illusory nature of such
contentions.
Repeatedly, the Corps has
inaccurately predicted the
environmental consequences of their
projects and efforts to mitigate
adverse impacts – with grave
outcomes. Two-thirds of highly
important tidal freshwater wetlands
in the Savannah National Wildlife
Refuge – some 8,000 acres of
essential migratory bird habitat –
have been destroyed by past
deepening projects.
A tide gate that was intended as
mitigation in a past Savannah
deepening project not only didn’t
work, but it made impacts worse.
Because Congressional approval was
needed to get funds for removing it,
years of costly but avoidable damage
occurred before it was stopped.
Numerous other examples of
wasteful Corps misjudgments
abound throughout the nation.
Fiscal responsibility in selectively
expending public funds can only be
achieved with a more
comprehensive, systemic approach to
planning. Unless pork-barrel politics
can be overcome, progress is
unlikely.
David Kyler
Executive Director
Center for a Sustainable Coast
Saint Simons Island , Georgia
Website: www.sustainablecoast.org

Letter to the Editor of Atlanta Journal Constitution, published April 6, 2014
In commentary on Savannah port deepening, conspicuously absent was any mention of the
Corps finding that the $652 million project would NOT increase commerce.
Contrary to lock-step adherence to the political dogma that Georgia must deepen Savannah’s
port, the truth is that Savannah’s port will continue to thrive and the state’s economic
prospects will be unaltered without the project.
In the guise of economic development and competitiveness, Georgia leaders are perpetuating
the frantic, counterproductive tradition of pork-barrel politics, which results in billions of taxdollars being squandered on woefully deficient public investments.
And, without acknowledging it, they are subverting the national interest in optimizing U.S.
transportation infrastructure by diverting scarce funds to well-connected private beneficiaries
in Georgia, which will contribute little to legitimate public interest.
An objective examination of world-class deepwater ports reveals that Savannah’s port,
imbedded 38 miles upriver from the ocean, simply cannot compete with those that are on, or
adjacent to, ocean shipping channels – many of which already have a low-maintenance depth
greater than the 47-feet that this wasteful project will produce.

Climate Change: A Call to Action by the Center for a Sustainable Coast
February 2013
On behalf of the Center for a
Sustainable Coast and all coastal
Georgians, as well as fellow
Americans and humanity at large,
it must be said that the awardwinning film, Chasing Ice, makes
one thing abundantly clear: we
simply must do as much as
possible, as soon as possible, to
confront the causes of climate
change.
This means taking urgently needed
steps to reduce carbon emissions
by improving conservation,
achieving greater energy
efficiency, and above all,
preventing the reckless production
and use of massive sources of
fossil fuels, contrary to current
efforts underway in the United
States and Canada.
We cannot allow short-term
market objectives, falsely
“cheaper” fuels and deceptively
higher profits to subvert our longterm prospects when the evidence
is so compelling and the
consequences are so severe. To do
anything less than making climate
change the central issue of our
time is rationalizing disaster,

passively cultivating catastrophic
outcomes for our people, our
environment, and the global future
of humanity.
Central to this call to action, we
urge unconditional resolve to
abandon further development of
fossil fuels as soon as possible.
Combustion of the immense
quantities of oil and natural gas to
be extracted from shale deposits
and tar sands will recklessly
magnify the projected destruction
of climate change. It’s a tragically
foolish bargain to pretend that
making these resources available
will not court global disaster –
intensifying the devastation of
storms, floods, droughts, wildfires,
and crop loss – at unconscionable
cost in lives, treasure, and the
natural systems upon which we all
depend.
Such choices are even more
irrational in light of proven
alternatives for generating power
from solar, wind, tides, and other
natural, clean, and selfreplenishing sources. When
objectively compared on the basis
of their consequences, combustion-

free alternative energy
technologies are infinitely cheaper
than burning fossil fuels.
Climate change is a predicament
that tests the capabilities and
fortitude of our democracy like
nothing else in history. To avert
disaster for our environment and
its inhabitants, for our children and
the world they will inherit, our
political will must be strengthened
and focused with utmost
determination.
We call upon all citizens of
conscience and common sense to
insist on timely, comprehensive
federal legislation to prevent the
worst damage of climate change,
and to build a lasting foundation
for a sustainable future.
As pragmatic Americans facing
this monumental challenge, we
must lead the way.
David Kyler,
Executive Director
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To the Editors
The Brunswick News
April 22, 2014

Grading on the Curve: Tough love and honest truth on Earth Day

In evaluating the area’s environmental progress over the past couple decades, certain harsh truths
must be recognized. (“Making the Grade,” April 19-20.) These truths are disturbing.
•

EPD’s director just irresponsibly reversed state policy, which will eliminate protective
buffers along most tidal marshes in Georgia. By focusing on defective language in the state’s
erosion law rather than its purpose, to protect water, he accommodated special interests for
political reasons.

•

Georgia’s Coastal Management Program fails to achieve the very thing it’s funded to do,
which is coordinating environmental protection on the coast to ensure consistent compliance
with regulations.

•

Public officials frequently defy law, prudent policy, and scientific facts to promote
speculative projects, no matter how financially and environmentally risky. Georgia’s recordsetting real-estate foreclosures, bank failures, and degraded resources are stark evidence of
the consequences of such recklessness.

•

The General Assembly has drastically cut budgeting for regulatory activities intended to
protect air and water, so that few environmental permits are being properly enforced.

•

“Consent orders” are increasingly used to allow environmental violations to continue or be
only partially corrected, often at little penalty to law-breakers. Recent Georgia court
decisions are likely to encourage environmental violations because polluters will get better
breaks under consent orders.

•

Vast areas of forested wetlands throughout the coastal plain continue to be developed,
resulting in ever more pollution and flooding, despite such activities being in violation of
state and federal law.

If coastal Georgia is to get a passing grade on environmental progress, the curve would have to
be very steep.
David Kyler
Center for a Sustainable Coast
Saint Simons Island

